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Comparison of CEAS and Williams-type Models for Spring Wheat Yields in
North 'Dakota and Minnesota. By Tom L. Barnett; N.A.S.A., Yield Model
Development Center, Columbia, Missouri; March, 1982.
ABSTRACT
The CEAS and Williams -type yield models are both based on multiple
regression analysis of historical time ser ,s data at CRD level. The CEAS
model develops a separate relation for each CRD; the Williams-type model
pools CRD data to regional level (Qroi,ps of similar CRDs). Basic variables
considered in the analyses are USDA yield, monthly mean temperature,
monthly precipitation, and variables derived from these. The Williams-type
model also used soil textuvv and topographic information. Technological
trend is represented in both by piecewiae linear functions of year.
Indicators of yield reliability obtained from a ten-year bootstrap test of
each model (1970-1979)) demonstrate that the models are very similar in
performance in all respects. Both models are about equally objective,
adequate, timely, simple, and inexpensive. Both consider scientific
knowledge on a broad scale but not in detail. Neither provides a good
current measure of modeled yield reliability. The LEAS model is considered
very slightly preferable for ASRISTARS applications.'
Key words: Model evaluation, yield modeling, linear regression.
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Comparison of CEAS and Williams-type
Spring Wheat Yield Models for North Dakota and Minnesota
Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations
The CEAS yield model for spring wheat Is more accurate, more precise,,
and more responsive to actual yield variations than is the Williams-type
model by a 3=11 but consistent factor. This i-advantage holds for CM,
state, and regional. yield estimates. The models appear to be equally
objective, adequate, timely, inexpensive, and simple. Both Incorporate
scientific knowledge on a broad scale to' about the saw degree. Neither
provides a useful current estimate or .wdeled yield reliabilitv. The CEAS
yield model, appears to be the Most appropriate model for use in the
AiPISTARS Fiscal Year 81 Pilot Tests for spring wheat in North Dakota and
Minnesota.
Applications Dew.ri2tion
Testing and evaluation of candidate crop yield models for use with par-
ticular crops In particular geographical regions are major tasks within the
Yield Model Development Project of the ASRISrARS Program. A YMD do#.-W^ent
( 14. W. Wilson, T. L. Barnett, S. K. LeDuc, F. B. Warren, "Crop Yield
Project, Oocumnt	 1 - I - 2 (50.-2.1) establishes a common reference
for describing yield model performance and criteria for evaluation.
Twoyield models for spring wheat were evaluated 4nd compared. The
first, the CEAS Model, was developed by the Center for Environmental
Assessment Services (CEAS), and NOAA Center in Columbia, Missouri, (LeDuc,
S.K.). The second, the William-type 11odeel, was developed by the Yield
r
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r4odel Dawelopment Group at Colwnbia, Missouri based on an analytical model
for Canadian cereal grains.descrbed by 4. D. V. Williams (Q. D. V
Williams, M I. Joynt, P. A. McCormick, "Regresai .on Analysis of Canadian
Prairie Crop-District Cereal Yields, 1961-1972, in Relation to Weather,
Soil, and Trend, 10 an. T. Soil .Sa i. 55: Feb. 1975) .
These two predictive models were evaluated according to the above men-
tioned criteria for potential applicability in the AgRISTARS Fiscal Year 81
2iLot Tests on spring wheat In North Dakota and Minnesota. Results of the
individual model tests are desc ribed In the forthcoming Yr4D documen ts
"Evaluation of the, CFAS ` ^jid and Monthly Weather Data ModRls for Spring
Wheat Yields {n :forth Dakota and Nfinnesota" and "Zraluation of
lfilliws-Ty',ae Spring Wheat Model In North Dakota and ?Minnesota." The
current document :;ompares the results of performance tests on the two
models and makes recormtiendaations as to which, model is best suited for
current ASRISTARS Pilot Test needs.
Review of Models
1
CEAS MODEL
Basic inputs to the model were historical USDA yields and monthly ;Wean
temperature and total precipitation at the Crop Reporting District (CRD)
lev(31. A wide variety of possible weather -related variables, such cumuli-
'tive precipitation from the previous September, monthly temperature and
precipitation departures from normal and evapotranspiration (potential,
ac teal , l and "climatically appropriate") were formed from the basic inputs.
Tr.ands, accounting fm:r general improvements in technology over the years,
were aeflned
F	 .
-2- _F
r
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Linear functions of the year number are used
	 surrogates for tech
no3ngy In all models. "The single trend term for all of the Ninsaagota
models allows a linear increase in yield between 1955 and 1978.
Contributions to yield from technology are considered ror possible Inclu-
sion in the North Dakota w3els. One Alows a linear increase in yield
between 1955 and 1966, the next a linear increase between 1966 and 1973,
and the last a linear Lk rease from 1973 on The rtrot trend term, between
1955 and 1966, is included in all of the North Dakota mdeals. The second
term, between 1966 and 1973, is included only in the model rot ND CRD 90.
The third trend term is not included in any maiel. The contribution to
yield from technology is considered nil for any time period not covered by
an included tretid term.
The gwLelral form or the CEA3 yield model was;
Yi a a + b TMIDli + b' TREND21 + b" TMD31 4- Lrn ck *Wikkill
where:
A
Yi = estimate of yield for -th year
a n intercept (cons tant- term)
b 9 1b" a linear trend coefficients
vk a slope coef£icia nt assoc iated with the k-th weather to m
Wjk	 = k-th weather term for the i-th year
in developing the models for each MC DOI M's 10 end 40, ND CRD's 10
through 90) and :-sstate  (MN and t-1D) stepwise (matiple regressions were run to
.^.....1 ... &d -a ----41.7 - --d-L.4 -a -. A ^-4 --,L _&A--
r.--u%'L"= "im	 Vii&"iQ:N ..7 MW
	
61AW
	 HUMS 01)g1. 1Z 1—
cant set o f several trend and weather term on the psis of years
1932-1978 for RD and 1936-1978 for MT. 4 tertain ammt of jud3errent was
,E
s
-3.
^p
Pr
used to eliminate terms obviously in conflict with ecientiric lawwledge
(e.g., when a coefficient was strogly negative where it should be
positive) or to include Important terms even if they were not statistically
significant.	 Model terms and :ranges of coerficiente over the ton test
years are given in the CEU spring wheat model evaluation diclument
1
referenced above.
'dnLIAMS-TYPELRt'M Y
In the mo,1el3 for Canadian wheat developed by C. D. V.' Williams, barley
and rye crap district weather and agrotiomic data were pooled to larger soil
t;
color regions.	 Soil texture and topographic information +sere incorporated
along with trend and wesather.. 	 A predictive yield model for barley in north
C
Da^mta (ND) and Minnesota, (T!) based on the concepts outlined by Williams
al., was ;developed and tested by the ASRISTARS Yield Model ;kvelopmsnt
3roup.
	 The rwdel incorporatedd CRD-level weather (monthly mean temperature
and total precipitation), soil texture 9nd topography in a manner similar
to that used by Williww. 	 The CRD-lawel data were poled to the following
t•m =re-or-less environmentally hoirogeneous regions 	 .. '^
(a)	 Red River Valley ( 1,0RI) -cons isting Of W CRD's 30 and 50 and MN
ORD's 10 and 40, w
;a;	 "%e rerna ider of Vorth 'Caloota (M.	 RE 4)-consisting of 'IM Cm's 10,
F	 20, 40, 50, 70 0 80, and 90.
Separate mdels'were developed for the two regions to provide predictions
of ORD yields using icidividual r 'gD weather/soil data with coefficients rrom
Me pooled model.	 Models were also developed for the two states, 110 dtxd
'01,teasel on skate-aggregated weather/soil data.
f
x ^	 IN AL P
^yOF P00"Ii i,' „r ";.t Ty
Morsels were developed on the basis or data from 1932 through 1979.
	
The
ter= were selected from stepwise regressions £rota which the mat signi"i-
cant tan (or fewer) terms, wire retained for each region.
	
A limit of 10
terms had been used by Williams et. al. and se";d to be a reasonable upper
limit in applying this method.	 The basic weather/soil./trend dnpu' ,3 were
monthly ;Wean tRrnperature; total monthly precipitation, percent of aoils In
the CRD in textural classes-coarse, medium and fine, percent or CRD area in
the topographic classes-lawvel to gently undulating; and year as surrogate
for technological trend. 	 These inputs were used to calculate the possible
model variables.
t
Trend as defined for CEAS mdel
Tx = .75x (%rind soil) i-	 65X (medium soil) + .35X(%coarse soil);
Tx squared
Top n " of area level to gently undulating;
Top squared;
f n precipitation September-April;
i C squared;
` E5, E6, E7 - potential evapotranspiration calculated by the
Thomthwaite method ( 1948) for May, June, July;
D6, D7* _ mm_3tur0 deficits -u. E - precipitation for June ,  July;
D5, D6, D7 squared;
DO = seasortal deficit n D5 + 06 + D7 - C;
DO squared;
Tx XDo
*05 was not used since 05, D6, D7, C	 and no are not -all nutually independent.
Of these possible terms, the st,tpwise _ regression, selected ten or fewer
T
tents for each region. 	 The terms Judged to be Statistically signi ficant 
a
a^d the rimes of coefficients over the ten test years are presented in the
Wllaians-type spring wheat waluation report referenced above.
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E t Model Characteristicsto be Co red
The doewient referenced poev ous 'ly, Crop Yield Model Test and Braluati§n
Criteria, (Wilson $ It al., 1980) states:
""Phe model characteristics to be emphasized in the
evaluation process are: yield indication reliability,
ob4ec^iv1,ty, consistency with scientific lnowledge,
adequacy, timeliness, minimum cost, simplicity, and
accurate current measures of modoled yield reliability."
The twdels will 'be compared using these characteristics.' Each charac-
terietic is discussed individually without regard to the ether
characteristics. The present discussion makes no presumption as to the
relative importance of the characteristics.
QMtitative Model Co_ •
 Mari sons
Are Based on the Same Data
Direct quantitative compArison between models are made for two of the
criteria, Yield Indication Reliability and Accurate.Current Measures of
'
	
	
`bdeled Yield Reliability. The quantities involved are derived from the
observed yields and standard errors of prediction obtained from independent
bootstrap 'c,est for each of ten years (1970- 1979). The same base period is
used for all models in computing model-related values for a particular year-.
The average production and yield over the ten year test period are	 w
listed In Table 1 for each geographic area, along with the percent produc-
tioki each crop reporting district (""RD) contributes it its state and the
t46, state region and the percent pc^oduction each state contributes to the
region. The percentage of regional production for each CM is shown
graphically in Figure 1. In all the figures, darker shades indicate higher
I
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Separate yield predictions are made for each CRD, state, and ror to
regions.
	 Yids d predictions and standard errors of prediction at the state
level ace also obtained by using a weighted_ average of that state's CRD
mdel values, and yield l values for the region are obtained using a weighted]
average or, the values from the CRD models and from the state; models.	 The'
weighting factor used is harvested acreage.	 Results obtained by eggce-
gating fmn the MD mdels are identified in tables as "CRD agar." results
obtained by aggregating from the state frodels ara identified as ''states
fir.
Models Are Ranked Aacording, to Performance
Models are rare ted for each of the following indicators of yield
reliability (order does not imply relative Laportame):
i
(1)	 the bias,
(2)	 the root ;re-m square error (TZE)
(3)	 the standard  dev iat'ion (SD) ,
(4)	 the percent of years the absolute value or the relative difference
exceeds tan percent,
(5)	 the largest, absolute value of the relative difference,
(5)
	
the next largest absolute value of 'Cher relative difference.
* (7)	 tae per>eyt of years In which the 
dirt 
Pi 	 of ;hange fr_orn the
previous year in the ' '
	
e	
'11;30
($}	 the percent or years in which the airection;,df change from the
average of the previous three years in the Y I _s agrees with the
Y's, and
` (9)	 the ?earson correlation coefficient between the actual and pre-
dieted yields during the independent test years.
p
r
-7-
d __	 a
V.
	
-	
7..
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Models are also ranked according to the value of the Spearman correla-
tion coy-efficient which indicates the utility of the. amael's current
mer.sure of iodeled yield reliability. For the indicatior (1) - (6), the
model with the smallest nwrwric value exhibits the best performance in
terms of yield reliability and is given a rank of 1. Fbr the remaining
quantities, themodel with the largest value exhibits the most ;desirable
performance. If models are tied for the same level of performance, they
are all 'assigned the lowest rank ','or which they are tied. Pbr example, if
two wdels are tied for best performance, they are both.-assigned a rank of
1, the lower of ranks 1 and 2.
Lt should be remembered that the models are ranked only in relation to
each other and not to an absolute standard. Therefore, saying that a par-	 a
ticular model performs best or is superior to or more desirable than
another model does not ,necessarily imply that the yodel is. the best of all
µ
Possible models. It is the best of only those with which it is currently
r
x	 being compared.
)bdels_are Compared Using§taatistical
Tests _Basedon D = Y
It is desirable to run a statistical test comparing the reliability of
competing models. A formal statistical test considers the variability of
wdel performance over tirrie and allows the user to specify an upper limit
on the probability of incorrectly declaring one rrodsl better than another.
This probability is known as cc, the level of significance, or the Type I
-rror , . Howe<rer, because the models are similar, a powerful statistical
procedure is needed which is able to detect small, although important, di£-
ferences in reliability. Also, the test should be able to function well
xi.t'i relatively sma.11 sw.Vles of data ror each model, say ten years.
3
w
i
	
'i
i
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The test should also perform well Aer only two models :areibeing;
compared. Afton only two models of a particular type, for example, two
withly,weather data models or two daily weather data rrodel,4,, are com-
petitive - and available for testing. When models of different types are to
be cor+%ared, it is unlikely that all possible model comparisons will be
made. It is more likely that the best models of each type will be
compared.
It would appear that an F test could be useful in comparing the mean
square errors of two models. However, if the mean square errors are based
on ten years of test data and _ .05, then one rmdel's mean square error
must be four times larger than anther's before the 'models can be declared
different. This is an 'unreasonable requirement since models which are in
the evaluation process will almost always be more competitive than this.
A test may be constructed by considering that one model is considered
more reliable than another model if its predicted yields, Y's, are closer
to the actual yields, Y's. No difference in the reliability of two models
for a particular year means that the absolute value of the difference bet
wee*& their predicted yields and the actual yield is the same. The-absolute
value of the difference is used because it ;foes riot matter whether one
model overestimates and the other underestimnatas or whether they both over
or underestimate. The reliability of a r;oiel for that year is related to
the amount of the discrepancy, not its -direction.	 14e may define
dl	 YY - Y (,	 d2	 _	 Y2 - Y +	 , and A = (di
	 32 Then the models are
equally reliable in a year for which 0 equals zero. If U is not equal to
zero, one trodel is more reliable than the other, for that year. In formal
i
n	 a
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terms, we %ont to test the null hypothesis that there is no difference in
the reliability of the models over all years. To do -so the values of D
from the ten test years may be used to compute a test, statistic and a dect,-
sion made whether or not to reject the null hypothesis. Since the results
for the models are paired each year, paired-sample statistical tests are
used.
Two Hypes of paired-sample statistical tests are used: a parametric
test using the student It" test statistic and a.nonparametric test using
the Wilcoxen signed rank test statistic. One reason for applying both
tests is that they require different assramptions. The parametric t-test
a
assumes the D values are normally distributed tAiile the nonparametric test
does not._ The  d(values may be considered to be approximately normally
distributed. The( di values ttauld then be folded-normals rather than nor-
mally distributed..' Although both models are folded atI_d 	 0, their means
may be different and the distribution of D has a possibility of not being
normally distributed. The t-test is robust with,respect to the normality
assumption; however, this possible violation of the assumption is one
reason for also running the nonparameteic test.
The other reason for running both tests concerns the conditions render
which the null hypothesis is rejected by each test. Using the parametric
test; the basis £or rejecting the null hypothesis is the average .size of
the D values as compared to their variability. The t-test statistic is the
average of the sample standard error of the D's. The hypothesis will be
'	 rejected and the model with the smaller .1 d _) values declared rmre reliable
k	 if, t is large (either positive or negative). Ftoweier, it is possible that
;^	
1
{
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one model could have a smaller ( d I value for each of the, test years, in
other words, be very consistent in outperforming the other model, and still
f	 the null hypothesis may not be rejected by the parametric test unless the
j
	
	
average value of D is large enough. The parametric test implicitly
requires that one model have more years with atmmaller d I values than the
other model and explicitly requires that, on the average, the I d  varies by
a sufficient amount before that model may be declared more reliable.
The hypothesis of equal model performance will only be rejected by the
nonparame;tric test if one model has more years with smaller j d l values. than
the other Model. The model Ath more'smaller I d ( values is considered the
more reliable model in terms of consistency of performance. However, to
'
	
	 S
reject the null hypothesis and declare one model clearly ,
 better than
another, consistency of perfo_rtance is not a sufficient requirement
(although it is necessary). Consider the situation in which one model is
more consistent than the other but the largest D values occur when the less
3
cinsistent model performs better. In the few years the less consistent
;rrodel performs better, it performs much better. A dilemma exists since one
model is more consistent than the other but the biggest differences between
the models occur when the consistent ,model performs ,
 curse. The null
nypothes s '«ill be rejected only if one model is more consistent and the
m
	
	 biggest 9lffereic es between the models occur when thb consistent model per-
forms better.
MODEL COMPARISON
Quantitative comparison is Tma3e below of the M O
 and Williams-type
mrodels for spring wheat in Borth Dalmta and Minnesota on the basis of boot-
•
strap tests for test years 1970-1979. Reference is also made in the tables
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wd some figures to the "Strawman" Model. This is gut objective linear one-
line fit to the years previous to each test year, snd thus represents a
r	 minimal "*mdel". The strawman model contains no explicit weather-related
information.
The actual SRS yields Fare plotted vs. year from the 1930 1 a through 1979
for IRd in Figure 2A and for M in Figure 28. The results of the trcl-year
bootstrap tests are plotted for MN in ,Figure 3A and for NC In 3B. An
appendix presents the results of the ten-year bootstrap tests.
r Inds atoms of Yield Reliability Based on
^	 3 a Y --T Slow the EAS Model Slightly More
keurate With Respect to Root Mean Square
tank rd Deviation, and Bias.
Results or comparative tests " shown bi Tables 2,3, and 4 and Figure 2.
WE The CEAS model had smaller R 4SE over the ten test years 1970-1979 at
the CORD level in five of eleven CRD's, while the Williams-type model has
smaller WE in six CRD's (no ties), _RMSE values for the CFAS model
ranged
 from 1 .17 to 4.19 Q/Ha at CRD level and £corn 1.13 to 2.09 QA4a at
the state And regional levels. RMSE values for the Williams-type model
ranged from 1.49 to 3.76 Q/Ha at M level an6 from 1.40 to 2.76 Q/Ha at
state and regional 'levels. Average RMSE et ^RD level was 2.01 Q/Ha for the
CEAS ,model and 2.1G Q/ gia for the Williams-Type me del..
Standard Deviation The standard deviation me^^ures precision because the
biases are all small,, the standard deviations show the same pattern of
behavior as RMSE values.
Bias Biases for both ;odels are small. ,4t ORD level the biases range from
-0.73 to 1.68 Q/.qa for the CEAS rmdel and Toni 2.42 to 1.90 - Q/-qa for the
Williams-type model. (Werall the average, of the absolute value for bias at
RD level is sl2ghtly smaller for the CEAS model (0.25 Q/Ha) Vnen for t'.ze
Williams-type
	 .54 @tea) . -12-
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Indicators of Yield - *liability^t^.. sad on
rd d/^10 SSiow the ERAS Mo
Sightly re Accurate In Ext wears.
The irodel test results and comparative ranks for indicators of yield
rettability based on relative difference, rd, are given in Tables 5, 6, and
7 and Figures
 5, +6, and 7. These indicators are valuable for`dewnstrating
the worst performance of a m odel. The best-performing model will leave the
smaller values for the percent of years the absolute value of relative dif
feretwe exceeds ten percent, and for the largest and next largest absolute
value of the relative . difference.
The percent of years bi which the absolute; value of rd exceeds ten per-
cent at CRD level was smaller- or tied in eight cases for the CEAS Mdel and
in six cases for the Williams-type model. At state an(I regional level the
OEM model, was better or tied to all cases; the Williams-type model was
tied in three cases.
The. largest absolute relative difference was smaller or tied at ORD
level in eight cases for the CEAS model and in four cases for the Williams-
type model. The CI'AS model was better in al cases at state and regional
levels.
.'	 The next largest absolute relative difference was 3mn3ller or tied at
`	 MD level in five cases for the f.FAS model and in six cases for the
'	 Williams-type model., The CEAS r del was better or tied in four of six
E^
; y	cases at state and regional learels, while the Williams-type model was
j
better or tied in three of six cases,
k ORIGINAL PACE 1J
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The next largest absolute relative difference was smaller or tied at
CRD level in six cases for the CEM model end in five casas for ty e-
Williams-type model. The CEAS mdel was better tn:five of six cases at
state and regional levels, *ills the Williame-typo model was better in one
case.
t	 ;r j4dicators of Yield Reliabilit 	 Eased on
'and	 5 u► t	 - P	 el its
Response:.
4 Plots of the predicted and actual yields over the ton•test ,years for
' each state are displayed in Figures 2 and 3. 	 The test results and com-
parative ranks for the indicators of yield reliability based on Y and Y are
X.	 n given in Tables 8, 9, and 10, and Figures 8, 9, and 10.	 These 'indicators
, demonstrate the degree of correspondence between predictedi0d actual
yields.	 The best performing model will have the largest value for the per-
	 +
cent of years in which the direction of change of Y ' ,s frota the previous
r
year and from the average of the three previous
	 ears	 ^	 a8	 p^	 y 	 with that for
Y's, and will, have the largest value of the correlation coefficient between
' actual and predicted yields.
The percent of years Li which the direction of change from the previous
year is correct is larger or tied at ORD level in seven cases toe the CEAS
model and in six cases for the S+,illiar^s-type model.
	 At state and regional	 7
level the CEAS model is better or tied iii two ca3".; the Williams-type
model is better or tied in four cases.
The percent of gears In which the direction of change from the average 4
of the previous three years is correct is larger or tied at M level in
R
eight cases for the LEAS model and +.n nine cases for the Williams-type
imdel.	 At state and regional level  the CEAS model is better or tied in
two cases; the William-type ,=del Is or tied I n all sir cases.
- +,
better
-14- j..
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The ?urson correlation coefficient is larger at M, level in six
cases for the CEAS model and in Note wises for the Williams-type model. At
state and regional level the CEAS model is better in four cases, while the
Willimn -type iwdel is better in two cases.
Statistical Tests -Based on d n Y - Y
iow the W:% e3 "fT ►-'Settec.
. The results of the parametric and non-parametric paired - sample ,sta-
tistical tests are shown isi Tables 11, 12, and 13 and Figures 11, 12, 13,
and 14.
isl
	
• ,	 rIn those cases. when. a i"icant differences exist the CEAS model has
9cnaller average I d I than the Williams-type Nadel one case for the pars.-	 i
metric t-test and has larger percent smaller I d I in one cane for the non-
parametric rank tact. crerall, considering both signi"icant And non-
significant cases, there is ho discernable dif ferhnce.
Both Models Provide a Poor
"CrFent Measure of Mod-e-157
-	 1^1eld^ e lability
The SpeanvA correlation coefficient between the estimats of the stag
lard error of a-predicted yield from the base period model, ay, and the
avaolute value of the difference between the predicted and act-jal yteld, i d
nd_cates whether the model provides A. useful current measure of modelled
yield reliability. 4n r value close to +1 is desireable since it indicates
that a smaller standard error of prediction ( and therefore a narrower con-
fidence interval about the predicted value) is associated with smaller
discrepancies > betrom predicted and actual yields. If this were the case
one would have confidence in sy as {at least) a relative indicator of the
accuracy of Y.
-15-
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The results of the tests are given in Table 14.
	 The results for both
are so poor and so variable that one can have little confidence in eye as an
indicator of the reliability of predictions '.
2* Ze Models Are About
_ u^a 11WecFIve
Both models involve soars subjectivity in specification or trend., choice
of trend breakpoints, and stepwise selection of the "moat significant"
G	 terms.
	 Both are quite objective in application once these choices have
bean :rade.
Both Models Consider mown
i^c` entific Relationsh58
on d Broad	 r But
Not in3eta
Stepwise selection of the rout significant terms does not ensure physi-
cal or biological 3WIficance for either twdel.	 Although the process gives
tarns which represent general lie	 denciess o£	 held onp	 3	 I^	 y.	 temperature and pre-  ;
capitation throughout the growir :^ S season, the %4se variation from one
region to another in terms which enter as "significant" does not give a
great de ' of confidence in their reality.
	 In general, the set of oignift-
cant terms for regression modelsof these S)rts seem to fall somewhere bet-
r&M the poles of "physical reality" and "random fluctuation".
y
The p)li.y of handling technology and cropping practice trends by
piecewise linear and/or quadratic functions of year S15saes .
 over the Imown
relationships
 to varlet	 it rovem„nts - fertilizer us'P	 y mpr ents,
	
age, etc . , but is
zurrently the most practical sway of handling a very complex problem.
Rationale for choos ln3 breakpoints appears to be practical rather than
scientific.	 There is no lciown way to tell when a trend breakpoint has
occurred until srv9ral years later.
	 Aecause the trend breakpoints in both
.yodels were determined from examination of 911 years through 1978-1979,
,i
there is a certain amount or pro-)=w=edge in' the teats that one would not
actually have in a roal -life application. Neither model attempts to expli-
citly account for pests, disease, or other episodic events,
The use of textural and topographical information in the Williams-type
t	 ►radel does not Appear to give this model any advantages in practic e since
these terms do not even enter sane of the models where one would expect
theta from an agronomic viewpoint. It is also not obvious if the CTM
p models have. any advantage in obtaining trends for each individual CRD as
compared to the Williams-type model which obtained trend for a multi-M
region.
Both Models Are Ad____  to
the
 Were Developed
in
Wh cY her _- el-o`ped
Neither mdel can be reliably extended outside the regions for which
they were developed. Either oan readily be built for any raglan for which
a sufficient historical record of weather and yield exists. Th some extent:
the Williams-type mo3el elbows substitution of geographical record for
historical record and could, therefore, be at an advantage in certain
foreign regionr.. of limited historical record.
Both	 ^Arreq l^am_`
New models can be bu!lt as sown as reliable yield anti weather figures
for the past year are available. Early season yieltf predictions can be
!aadFs shortly after the end of each month. In most ^RU'a a "final" yield
prediction would be obtained as ,soon as weather data for July Was obtained.
z
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Hot______.Models Are F	 Y
Ins_ x^ensiv a t o a oa aK1d ,Run
Data to develop and rm both models are readily available at low cost.
The multiple regression programs needed to develop and mn the models are
available on moat computer systems,
Both Models Are F %ally Simgle
Ebr both models, development and application are straight-forward.
	 The
only points where judgment is required are in selection of significant
terms and specification of trend.
CONCLUSIONS
By a small but consistent factor the LEAS model is preferable to the
Williams-type model for predicting yield s of spring wheat at CRD and state
1
levels in 'forth Dakota and Minnesota.	 The CEAS model is more accurate,
more precise, and more reaponsive to changes in observed yields. troth X
models are local models, but can be readily redeveloped for other regions
for which historical records of 20 -30 years of yield and monthly weather
r
data exist.	 Neither model incorporates scientific 4clowledge very deeply,
and both are susceptible to latoge errors in years of unusual weather.
Howerer, both mmdels seem to generally do a good fob of relating weather to
yield on aver-age. 	 Neither mdel provides a usN£ul current estiir ate or
modeled yield reliability.
The ma!n practical olf£er-ence between -the two mods.-Isappears to be the
pooling of C C	 level data crier iWl.ti-CRD regions:.	 The fact that the
pooled rmJel for spring wheat did .nearly as well 'as the models at indivi-
d'aal,CRU levels indicates that the pooled approach is a feasible Gne.	 This
,F	 ;()ul,i be useful in some forei&n regions where historical recav+i le Wha are
r	 ,k
{
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	 F
4?pOE CpMPAR I SON BI ASED ON THEPER ERNM THE YDREVIOTUEg OYEAR^ISON20FVCTANGE80RING INDEPENDENT TEST YEARS
TPENQ AND MONTHLY WEATHER DATA MODELS
NORTH nAKOTA `^ ANn EMINNESOTA
Mt)t)ELL
	
1	 STRAWMAN
	 I	 WILLI^4M5	 I	 CEAS
STATE
	
CRO I	 ,%	 RANK I_
	 RANK 1	 %	 RANK
	
N*DAKOTA 0 1	 33{.1)	 1	 78	 t)	 1	 78	 (1)	 I
	
1	
1
3	 ( )	 1	 56	 t)	 1	 78	 t )
	
40 1
	
3	 1 1	 1	 89	 (!)	 I	 7A	 O
	
50 I
	
44	 (3)1	 56	 t)	 1	 89	 t 1)
	0 I
	 22	 ()	 1	 89	 C)	 )	 9	 t 1)
	
80 1	
42	 f3j	 1,	 777
()	
98	 t )ZZ	 {
	
90 1	 33	 t3)
	 (1)
'	 67 (1)
	
S6	 1
	
STCROSMAGGR.1
	
22	 f3)	 89	 t1')	 78	 (2)
MINNESOTA1	 1	 Z	 )	 1	 7	 t2`,)	 1	 t1)4	 t0	 t
	
1	
2	 3	
89)	
1
s
	f1I
	
67	 t2)
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I ` !	 Dl!4ING IwDEPENDENT TEST YEARS
TREND AND MONTHLY WEATHER DATA MODELS
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MODE.	 55
	
^.^	 STATE
	
CRD 1	 TRAW
	
4	 S^RAN 
	
K 1	 WILLIAMS,P 	 :	 CEARANK
	
NDAKATA0 1
	
14	 13i'	 I	 ZI	 f 1
	
77	 ( 1
	
0 1	 40	 t31	 I	 71	 t 1	 1	 17	 Ij
	
40 1	 29	 ( 3
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	 I	 71	 1_ 1
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8 1
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1
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TAB E 11
PAIQ^D- ppAM^ME AMTISTICA^ TESTS
Siso <,1i09M0*=P< 05 1. »e zP <,011
TREND AND MONTHLY WEATHER DATA 40DELS
NDRTN DAKOTAC^AND
PR I AT
I PARAMETRIC T-TEST I N04P APAMETR /C RANK TEST
AVEROAD[ I D1	 1DIFFEPPENCE
1
% S4AS FR
1011DTFFFgENCE
AST TE
	 CRD	 1 STRMAN	 ^EAS 1 AVERAGES o	 f 'ST.M4N^
LL
IPFACE
pp
I LEAS ':TAGE
N,DAUOTA	 0	 1
0	 1
2.9
3.1
16
02
193
1.3	 1
19	 ••	 1 0
;!gyp
I s 6060 a► • ^
1300 to? 60
50	 1
pp
3.5.2
1
1.3I 40;g^^
Is
60	 1
80	 1
.30
	 .
4
3
.
.1	 ^5
1	 •b
f11
.6 	 1
;_8	 1
3 0
40
0.8
70
% 6066
0
0
90	 1 2.8 ..0 1 30l 7 0 •
STATE MODEL	 1 2.8	 l.A 1.8	 ••	 1 10' 90 AO +-
C ADS AGGR.I 2. q	100 _1:9••*	 I 10 90 A0 +••
1MINNFSATAIO	 1 293	 '1.2 11.1	 •	 1 30 70 40 •
40	 1 4.3	 3.8 0.5	 1 30 60 30
ST ATE MODE	 1 2.6	 1.7 0.9	 1
CR OSAGG .I
40
I0	 ,.	 20?_.0205 A.5	 I 30
RFCCPOS
AGGR.1
1
12.5	 0.9
4
1.b •.
1 10 so 50STATES AGG?.1 2	 0.9 1.5 •* ••
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BASEDMOoDE
	
COMPARISON
PAIREf1-AMPLE
04
TEST ggSTATISTICAL.WITH tW AMS ^ ULSTRAWMAN MODEL	 T 1.1. i
( 080<.10• *s:P<•05. + + +up <•0 ) 1
TPEND AND MONTHY WEATHER DATA 40DELS
SPR^N6 WHFAT
NORT4 DAKOTA AND '11NNESOTA
PARAMETRIC T-TEST	 1 NONZ ARAMETRTC RANK TESTI - r•rarwrr^rwr^wwrrww^r^rrw 1 •wwrw^wrwww^rrwrwwrrrrrr- ^
1
AVERAGE
``
IDI ^OIFFEF NCE 	 I ^ 
S4A	 ER
I1I10TFFFRENCE
STATE	 CRS	 1
MOO
ST4MAN WiLIAMI 4 4ERAGES	 I ST9MA4 5LIAMI PS RCKTAGE
N. DAKOTA	 S! Po 9	 3	 1 . 6 	 1 00 900 13$	 M'	 z4	 •1 3.1	 6	 1. S 	-I0	 1 3.0	 1.bb •	 I11.4 0 70 50' ++
N1,.7	 1 0 90 6 +60	 1 3.00	 1.4	 1.6	 + 300 7A 4 0070
	 '99
1
'
' ^	 ^.	 n	 1
16
2 8
4 8
9A p'	 •
9 1•	 1.0'
STATE MODEL 1 2	 !	 193 	 1.5'	 +a	 !- 10 80 70	 +^+►
CROS AGGR•I 2.3	 .1	 1.8	 •• 20 @o 60 +^•
+4INNESATa40
	 1
2
4'3	 1	 e?.A	 1 7R
0
4030 ;.	 •
STATE MADECRES AGG .1
.66	 •9	 0.8'	 1
.5	 .1	 0.4	 1 3040 7060 4020'_
G	
f
RFC	 S AGGR.1STATES WWII 1	
1
2.5	 1•	 }.3	 +	 11.4	 1.	 •• 3300 5570 ?.0	 +► 	 440 ••,4	 I
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f
i
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( •:P<. 10 i	 •ucP<•05•
	
^+►M:P <00I
TREND ANO MONTHLY WEATHER DATA 40r)ELS
SPRING WHFAT #
NnRTH DAKOTA AND MINKIESOTA
r
1 PARAMETRIC T-TEST	 I	 NOV Z APAMETRTC RANK TEST
1 AVEP.At,E	 101	 ID IFFE pF.^ICE
MO')E+
	 I	 OF
1	 SMA	 FRL L
1	 MQ^ LL
I	 I I D TFFEQENCE
I	 F
STATE
	
CRD
	 I I+IIJAM	 ^EAS	 t	 AVERAGES	 (	 +1LL1Am	 L EAS IPFQC?VTAGE
•^----^^^--^ I --^-^•^-•-•fir-••--•--••-•^• 1 •!•---q•--•-•^•r-•-^^----^
N.DAKOTA	 0	 1
i0
.311	 +;	 0.3	 1	 60 40 22pp
1 .6	 1 2	 0.4	 1	 0 60 30
40	 1
:44	 t1t0 00	 1	 40 60 30
5 0 9	 ? 2	 0 4	 I	 ?o 10 4 k
60
0.10
. 4	 1. 4 	0.	 1	 0
5
*0 b
70	 I 1	 .5	 1 g50
5 0
90	 1 1.7	 2!0	 0.3	 1	 50 -30 10
.`	 STATE MODEL
	 1 1.3	 1:00	 0.2	 1	 20 70 50
C ►ROS AGGR.I 1	 1	 1.	 .0	 1%1	 t	 40 so 10'
MTNNESOTAIO	 1 2.5	 1.2	 1.3	 I	 30 70 40 •+40	 1 2.8	 3.d	 110	 1	 70 30 ,.40
STATE MODE
	 I °.d	 l^ .7	 0.1	 1	 50
1.1	 60
so 0
!	 CWOS AGG	 .
1
.1	 2 0 1 40 20
S AGG;. I 11 .2	 0.9	 0.	 d0 5n 0
STAT S AGG9.1 1.0	 0.9	 0.1	 40, 60 20
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r
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MODELL
CURRE
gg pp
T
 J
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BASE^PE IODNPREDI
p
ON OF MODELED
COMPARIEI550N OF
Y
.YEAR
THE
E IDEENR=LIIASI ITY
TEUEAND I TEST ERAACTUALEAC RACY
TREND AND MONTH Y WEATHER DATA 400_LS
NORTH D AKDA OAND MINNESOTA
SPATE
	 CRD SSTRAWRANK
MODEL
=	
WILLIAMS
RANK
I	 LEASi	 R RANK.... ^....... 1
__-_•_____•__^^
.^___^N NHM^
___ ^ • I •. _.-.. ^__•NK
N.DAKUTA	 0 
1
8
0.37 ( 1 j 111	 •0.34 (J) i	
•0.	 pp
'
(	 )
f	)1
40	 1
0.11
•0.02
(	 )
(^1
1	 0.39 (	 )11 .0	 4 t)
S0	 I 0.05 t2)
I	 -.0.0.1.
1	 •11.07
(2)
(3)
I'	 0.	 4
1	 0.4S
( 1)
t1)
70	 I _ 0 04
-0. 13
(	 )
(	 1
I	 -0^8 (	 ) I	 -0	 0• t	 )
80	 1
90	 1I •0.32 (3)
(	 8t02
11	 0.22
O
t2) '0:021	 0.70 ( ►tl)
STATE MODEL.
	 i 0;025 "1) 1 
	
0.10 (2)
1	 -0.17 (3)M INNESOTA10	 1
40	 1
-0.54
0.21
(3)
(1)
1	 •0950
1	 -0011
(2)
(3)
t	 0.05
1	 0.14
(11^)
f2)
STATE MODEL 1•0.09 (1)	 1
-0.73 (2) 1	 -0,9'1 (31
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APPF h ill) t x
SnOTSTPAP TE;T Pc:%UTS
FOP 559ING dHEAT Yt rLkS I4
*JO P TH r)AKDTo AN0 041^)NESOTA
STMA NU S T14AW4A N T 1 EN, wiLMS=WILLI4MS 4 TYPFE
 CS4S=CEASEAO()Ei.
Ar, TI IA	 a^FG T CTEI)
	 G:
YIENrIFLn (WH)
	 :FDICTEO•ACTU4STATE	 CR0 YFAP ff?/H1 ST `4A NI WILMS LEAS SIMA!Y viILMS CEAS
•-••-•-•---••-•----------------
----------
----------••--•---•-
	
N.D AKOTA 10 1970	 15.2 18.1
	 15 1 5 1710	 1.9 - no?	 019
1972
	
0
1^^.9	 1 .4 21	 ?4,i 
-0.5	 1,3 -4.5
1074	 4.1	
.2	 1 1	 1 h 	-
I	
!	 0.1	 3.5	 11973 ,.^
.R	 21.2	 15.E	 1`;.B	 ^i.4	 n.a	 11.0
	
,7	 2'1.7
	 l6	 17.5	 '..0
	 -0.5	 O.P
2 1) ,4
'477	 1 s .5 2 3 1 15;9	 14.5	 3.b •11.6	 -2101
1
97A	 e 1.9 19,7 19.7 2,I	
-?.2 -?.2 -1.
	
979	 14.5 20.5	 15.3	 15.7	 6.0	 0.A	 l.Z
20	 1970	 lj.y	 t^.:110
	
4
15
	lh, y 	.1.4	 -0.4	 2.^n
	
971
	 ?1.	 A.,S	 1 7. Ci	 1 ra.	 -)..	 -1,2	 -1. 11072	 19.2	 1•).7
	 19.2	 19.2	 n,5	 0.0
	 0.019; 	 19.8 2x1.3	 16,h
	 1912	 0IS	 -.1974	 1?.Q. 21
.,1	 1`i,9	 15.5	 8.2	 3.0	 2.71975	 15.4 20.3	 15.0	 1 6 	 1161,1	 - 1. 4 -001976	 1,5 .4	 2,1.3	 15.4	 18,0	 3 -09	 010	 1.61077	 14.8	 19	 15.7	 1615	 `i.1	 0,0	 107
1 97	 1 f 7	 l ri.'+	 11.'t	 1R,:3	 -n 1 d	 -1:8	 -.4	 16:6	 19 ,2 14.5	 17.3	 2 0 6 -:). 1	 1 17
	30 1970	 1A,9 22 1 1	 19.0	 14.7	 3.2 •0.4 -0.21471
	 24.1	 22 1 :	 22.1
	 23. !)	 -l.b	
- > .0	 -1.1.1972
	 21.0 23.') 2?..?,
	 22.1	 ?.b	 1.2	 1. 41973	 ? M :4 23.9 21.6 21.3
	
3 5
	
0.^	 1011974	 15.3	 24,?.	 18_.x,	 19.0	 )1 . ,4	 3,3	 2.7
1 o75	 2n.9 23.1 1'317
	 19.1	 2.4 -?o2 _l,A19''16	 19.4	 2'3.4	 1' 1 .9	 2n,0	 305 	 -0.1	 0.11977	 2n, 3. 22.4 20,7 2015
	 ?05	 n.4	 0.?197 0 ?^.3	 ?,?.1	 2,3 1 1	 ?1 . •	 -0.2	 -n.?	 -0.1179	 ?^.8 2?.i
	 ?_1. p ,^0,	
-l.7 -3.9 -3.1
	
40 1970
	 14.2	 1	 5.5
	 1 	 l,;	 Ora1971	 11 1 6	 17,1	 1h.9	 lb.`s-1.5
	 -?.1
1913
	 1 ^.7
	 1 j
: ?	 ? r).4	 70 i
	 -? 0	 0.ll	 1^.7	 f6.7
	
l.4	
-^. t1
	-1 11974
	 11 .'S	 i 1") 7	 14. 4 	 12:r	 141'1t7S	 .5
1077	 1=164 1n's^t 15'4	 ;ti•'
	 1.6 -1,7
^l
I	 j17 7	 j• v	010	 1.a1478	 ? n .1	 18.3 L y:T	 19.9 -Y 1	 •0.q -t).1979	 1512	 1 9 1'9	 i ti .1	 1 4 •	 31 i
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FOR SOR ING 14-1EAT Y TFL^1S 14NORTH DAKOTA AN)il MT1+1N 1: 0TA
CUMOAR 14rg TRF N)r) ANU Mn") TWL Y 4EA 1 NFR 124 T A 403FLSST4AN = STRAW4AN 1 W1LMS = '4ILLIA4 q TYPE CEAS=CEAS 4()()F1.
	ACTl1 	 POER3ICTED	 nx
	
YTF.L.	 YIFLU ( 0 /11)	 PREDi TE) -ACTUAL
STATE
	 CRD YEAR (f)/w') STMA4 WIL uS LEAS ST 14AN WILMS CEAS
	
N,DAKOTA 5U 197f1	 150 1A.3 13.7 110
	
?,4•7,^ 
-2,9
	1471	 2^:5	 1+3. 14	 Il.n	 1+8 0 1	 -3,7	 -3.5 -4.4
	
1 1472	 1 S.? ?'1.3
	 1 7.5
	 19,i	 2.1	 -n.4	 106
	
V%73	 11,,^1 a.n. 6 	 4.4 17.+	 job -n.5	 ,4374 l?.(1 21.3 15,9 14,i 4 3 3.9 SOS
	
1x75
	 17.1	 19.6 Pi.4 1'il^	 2.5 -192 -10
	
1976	 1407	 19.5	 14 1 1)	 15.-,	4.A -0.7	 0.9
	
1177	 14,4 14 A 1512 ln.4
	
4.4	 008 -315
	
1475	 1992	 17.5	 18 1 1	 17.i -1.3 -1.1
	 -1.7
	
1979	 1799 16,2 1'i,h 16.5	 00 -?,1 -1.3
	50 1Q717	 1A.0 21.9
	
17.(,	 17.9	
V
3,	 414 •n.	 -0.11
	
1971	 24.5 ?2.1 21.2 ?2 1 2 •4 -3.3 -2.3
	
1Q72
	 2 11. ,E ?3.3 21.6 2210
	 ^.7	 1.0	 1.4
	
1473	 20.2 ?3.5
	
1'). i ?l.;. 7
	
103 -0.9
	 0.5
	
974	 1517 23.6 17.4
	
pj . ;	 7.9	 1.7	 22.5
	979	 19,4 1.?. q
	i+^.6	 IH3	 3.5 -n .A -1.1
	
97b
	 1a  3 2?.4 1i.3 19:0
	
3.1	 -1.0 -0.3
	
1977	 ?n.'5	 21.5	 ? 11 .01	 1912	 1.2	 -n.5	 -1.4
	
1975	 2?oA ?1.
	 2 .^ ?'1 1 5 -1 1 3 -1.7 -2.2
	
1979	 22.6 21.5	 1?n.3 -1.1	 -3.1
	 -2.3
70	 1970	 1118	 15.9	 1`x.4	 1403	 ^.l	 1.6	 0.7l y 7	 2 416	 16.2	 7,s	 t,95	 -?.,4	 - .1	 -1.Q197	 1a.7	 V,.5	 71.1	 0.1)	 -l.l	 .4	 1.3
3
	
1973	 19.1	 1^,	 16.1	 15.?	 -1.R	 -3.11	 -3.4
	
1074	 15.2	 1) 	 1 14 .?	 13. i	 3.9	 -1 . +1	 -165
	
1975	 15,4	 1'x.3	 16 0	 P-116	 '1,14	 n.b	 11.
	
1976	 16"8	 14.1
	
14:9	 14.1	 2.3	 -1.14
	
1977	 14.1	 1 1).1
	
1 1i,?	 1'3.:3	 1i.0	 1.1	 -U.Q
	
1 975	 17.6	 1 ►3.4	 19. A 	1491	 n,6	 A .()	 1.3
	
1979	 14.1
	
1^	 ^j.5	 1 4 .9	 13.4	 1..	 n,a	 -0.2
	
90 1970	 1 1 .1	 14.5	 13.4	 14.4	 1.,*
	
?.3	 3,3
	
1971
	 17.0	 14.5	 16,.'3	 1411	 -:32	 - 1 1 5	 -;.7
	
1972
	 15.c)	 15.A	 18 ,4b	 1716	 -n
. 
2	 a.
	
10 73	 13.2	 16.2	 13.9' ll.'3
	
3 0	 0.7	 -1G.`
	
1974	 Q.7	 16.2	 121'	 14. 7 	 7.5	 +.1	 6.0
	
1?75	 14.2	 15.5	 15.'1	 1611	 113	 1,1	 10
	076
	 1 .1	 15.6	 1i;311	 1 111411.	 4.5	 2.n	 1).v	}977	 11.0	 14. x;	 t 14 1	 1 	 1:9
	
3.1	 -0.?
	
1 4 79	 15. 11+	 1 1•.2	 1 +3 . 6	 113.3	 -1.+	 30	 3111
	
1979	 12.2	 14.6	 1.11	 11..3	 2.4	 1,61	 .O,o
E
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p
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t
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HOOTSTAAP TEST DE ;(Jt TSFOR So ► 645 w4EAT YIELDS 1'4
NORTH OAK
_	 OY;A AMID 41WIESOTA
COM aAP145 TQE^1D 0 M04T4LY WFATNEP DATA NinDFLSS'TM4N STRAWNAN 1 W ILMSzW11,.,L I A%4s TY PE C AS,:CEAS 40;)F1
	
ArT'JA ^, 	 MPEDi1'M)	 n=
	
YIFLC)	 YIFL0 (C/H)
	 SRFnICTE3-ACTUAL
STATE
	 CRO Yr.AR (0/4) ST'AA NI WILMS TEAS ST4A 41 OILWS CEAS
••.... ••r•.^^•• 1-
------------ - ------------ • ----------- -•-.w-••-
v.
	
970	 1413	 6,3	 13.7 13.0	 2.0 -0.6 -1.3
	
19/1	 2.1.516.7	 Li l l	 IA15 -40a -^i,? -310
	
972
	 17,3	 1w.3	 19 ^ ?1.7	 1 1 0	 1.7	 4,0
	473
	 15.9	 18.7	 1'3.9	 17.7
	 ?.H	 .n
	
974	 ^; 4
	I t1.^+	 15. i	 17 * 7	 6.0
	 2.8	 4,; O
	
Q75
	 1^3	 1'+ 4	 1 be 8	 15.1	 3.5	 1,5	 il.q
1	 9	 1 a .5	 12. A.	14 .1	 F,. 7	 n. 7	 2.?
	
1979	 1'7 . 3	 17 .'5'	 l).3	 1 T E S	 t ) :2	 - : 0	 -1.1
	
1479	
_17.3	 17.5	 10	 11
	
,5 17.4
	 .2 -018	 0:1
	
STATE MnnE_Q70	 15.8	 1 11.5	 165.11	 1"3,S
	 2.7	 n.S	 0,0I	 j
	
Q71	 2!1. 4'	 13.4	 19:1)	 1().4	 7.a	 -?.4 -2.0
	
1072
	
19.4	 211.1	 2n. ,#	 19.1	 t1. 1
	 1.5 -0.3
	
1973	 l'A.S	 2 11 .5	 It	 179?
	 2.l
-
	
7 ?l.j 15.0 17	 7,4	 3.a	 2.W n
	
17.4	 x=0. 1,	 16.7	 16.7	 3.1	 -0.1	 -0.
	1975	 10,.5	 2,11.4	 16.1
	
160	 3. E1	 0.`j
	0.2
	
1877	 15.7 1 ^,^
	 17.3	 1500	 3.2	 0.6
	
1478	 ? .l	 11.3	 ?.?	 1`111	 -n 4	 0.1	 -2.0
	
1979	 17.7	 1).5	 lti.h
	 1,7.2	 1:9	 -1.1	 -0 .1	 !
CaQS ACvc?.
	
1970	 i.^	 113.5l.h
	 15.1	 ?.8 -n.2	 0.3
	
1071
	 21.4 -19.-1	 18.6	 19.3	
- ? .4	 -2. y' -1.9
	1 q 'l2	 14.4	 :"1.2;-1).4	 ?1.5	 1)H	 1.t1	 ?.11Q7	 1q.S	 20).7	 11.9	 18.1	 '?.2	 -I l es	 -0.4
	
1474	 13.7 21.114.1
	 1 4 .1	 7,4	 2,4	 2.+
	
1 475	 1 7 .IS4	 ?;1 . 5	 1'x.7	 1 7. 1	 3 .1	 -0. 7 	003
	
476
	 1h
	
rI1.»'	 1`).1	 16.5	 "1.8	 fs.3	 012
	
1x77	 16.7	 1 ). 1?	 1 1,11	 16.,5	 3 2,11.3	 -0 e
 7
	
1 0478	 ;)n 	 iQ.l	 1 9 . x'	 l r)i
	 -1.0	
-0. 4 	-0.5
	
1Q79	 17.	 19 5	 1^+.`+ "I6: ,i	 led	 -!.?	 -0.9
I
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jW tpoOR QUALITY
APPF40 IXg nOTSTRAP TEST	 9FSIJ1_TS
FOP SPRING VHEAT YIELDS IN
NORTH ()AKOTA A'kP)	 MININESOTA
COM P APINI TREND AN) MONITHLY	 1,+ EATMF_4 DATA	 Mr)3ELS
'	
STMAN=SrRAwMAN 1 wILMS 24ILLIA4S TYPE	 CcaS=CEAS WOOEI
f AC TI JAL 00V I CTE 0 O= J
YIEL11 YIVLO	 ( n /H) ZRF_nICTE7-ACTUAL
STATE	 CRU _ YFAR M/4) ST 1401 WIL'A S	 CF- AS STNAN WILMS CEAS
• -rr---------r a-rr-r rr rr r--r^rrrr
MINNESOTA 10	 19T0 1H.5 21-6	 14	 7	 11.4 4.1 0.2 1141971 25.9 21.7	 22.. 4 	26.2 -5. 2 - '+.5 -0.7q 72 24.2 23.P	 21311	 ?5.7 •1,0 -0,9 1.aq7l 26.n 23.9	 ??.t1	 2 4 .5 -?.I, -3.9 -	 . 42.1 iq 74 1A.6 5 4.8	 1"47 	91 1 7 h,2 0.11975 7 ?'+,5
	
20:6	 ? `), 1 8 -^.1 0.5
1 9771 . a	 ?4+ -n.32 ^. 7-23 , 0. 5
1479
223.:5
24.9 25.2	 21,2
	
?5,a 1.3 -3.7 1.4
40	 9701971 4.42 y.'411719	 ^n.n 1 .0 -	 .5 -I	 (94,
y
3.3 219	 ?.0), 2	 3?, 4 - 3.13 -	 ,1
1972 17.3 21.
1
4	 1A,A	 ?1 9 4 4.1 1.3 4„1
'	 1973 26:7 21.4	 20.2	 2?92 -S.3 -5.5 -4,-2
1 474975 19.4 22.9 1,i. 4	 ??.. 3.5 -1,0 2. q1A.2 23, 7. 1H.7	 ?? 5.0 0.5 4,1197', 14.9 ?2. y	 1 15.9	 14: 3 7.9 0 4.4
1 0 77 2A.6 21.5	 20.1	 P 3.1 -7.1 - q .S -5.5
1
97A 17.3 ?,?.7	 19.H	 ?4,2 5.4 ?.5 7.2979 ?l.h 22.11	 19.x+	 ?'+.5 0. 4 -?.() 3.n
STATE MnOEL
	
1471
IA.,) 21,0 1').l 1'x.2 ?.4 n.5 0.6o ?1.? 21.7 ?.4.2 -4.4 - 1. 9 -1,,f,
1472 2?.2 22.5 23.7 22,9 X1.4 1.5 0.7
1473 2 4 .2 ? 3.1 2.4 .7 P4, -1.1 - 1 . S -1.71 974 19.5 2^+.? 21.2 4 '+. 7 1.7 1.4
1975
1476
;)n.9 ? ,* : 1 2 3.0 ?,^. 1 3.2
2.1
?. 1`
1.7
1,1
2.6?1.M ?3.a 23.5 2 1•.4
1977 ?_Es	 A 2 1 A 24. ^i ^4. + -,3.0 -2,1 -2.4
197E 2?.
. 7
2	 . 4 25.5 a5.^ 1.7 ? 9?.3 3.11979 23.h ?_•. 3 25.3 PS,1 n.7 1. y
C J05 AW174,	 1470 1405 21 1 9 1114 19.4 - 0.1 1,1(4971 ?5.9 ;?1.% ?1.? ^5, i -4.7 -+.1 -0.51972 2? .3 2,?.7 P 2. 1 2-. .5' •1.^ -n. 3 ?	 8
1 4 73 ?5.3 23.1 21.'I P3 -1,2 - 4 .A 2.5
1474 18. 14 2 4 .1 1ll^. A ?1,3 -,2 •n ,3 2.41475 20,9 2,,+0 19."0 ??.? 3,1 -1.0 2.01476 20.9 23.8 14:j 23.?^ ?.9 -1. 1+ 2.3
1
477 25.5 ?3.:3 20.9 ?3^
^2.147A 2_3.3 240 21:8 ?6,? ). -1.51479 23.8 24,4 20,,7 P5,4 rl . + -3.1 2.1
APPF NI) I K
AnOTSTRAP TE ST 4ESU TS
FOR SORING ,HEAT	 YTFLtj; 1v
NORTH DAKOTA AND 4NNESI)TA
CAMPARI4r, TREND
5TMAN=STPA*4AM 1
Pip MONTHL Y'a1FAT 14F4
TY G E'
9AT0k 4ODFI S
^+TLMS =wrLLIA M S -c4S =LEAS gODFI.
ACTUA bOFDICTEO r)
i YIFLk YTFLn
	
(01 ;-41 2REUICTF) -ACTUAL
r,	 STATE C9U	 YEAR (0/4) 5 T ► 1 4 ,l	 VII. MS CFAS ST'O AN off-MS CEAS
- 
-----.^^--- ----
--------------
i ------------------'--..1--^^^^ 
t,	 -4
CROS AGG9.	 1970 16.1 I F.9	 15.9 116. -y.8 -^.2' 004 
9171 2 T..0 11.3:	 1 9.1 o) .7 •_.y -1.6972
1971
1a.9 2n.6	 .0 0 A ?.2.r! 0.1 0.7 2.1
19.9 ?1.1	 17.7 1').1
1974 14.7 21.F	 14.5 17.1 7.0 1.4 . 2.4
1975 1 a .1 ?.1.2	 17.3 i8? 3.1 - 0.A 0.11976 17.5 21.1	 17	 0 1.1.? 3 0.7
977 1A.7 2M.7	 11.0 1 7 .E 2.0
-0:-)
-O .H -019
1 9'78 2()14 .7 20.1	 20.1 ?0.5 -0. 5 -0.h 0.1,79 :9 20. 4 	11.3 1a.7 1.5 -1..6. - 0.2
STATES AC,G9.1970 11+	 2 1 ^ i i5.6 15. ^ ?.h 014 0. r.,1971 2?. ,) 14:2	 19.1 20.1 -^. ^ -?.3 -1 .9
1972 1'x.9 21.9	 21.4 1 y .7 n.5 IN -0.2
1973 19.9 ?1.1	 17.9 18.5 1.2 - ? .r1 -1.3
1974 1/6	 9 21.8	 17.8 1A.9 5.y ?.9 1.9
1975 14. 2 21.3	 1}i.l 17.i 3.1 -n.1 - 0.4
1476 17.9 ?1.3	 1?.1 18,7 3.4 0.
1977 9.3 pn.)	 19	 3 17.3 1.b 0.0 -1.5978 n.7 ?.n.4	 ?l.a 1 4. y •n .3 n ! / -0.
1979 1109 20.5	 113 ' s 1^^.^ 1. 7 •0.3 0.0
...
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._. ..
j
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